## RESULTS

**FRIDAY 16.2.07**

### COURT C

**Team** | **vs** | **Team** | **Tie Result** | **Winner of Tie**
---|---|---|---|---
CZE | vs | BEL | 3:0 | BEL

| Time | Match | Player | Players | Result | Umpire |
---|---|---|---|---|---|
Starting at | Si2 | STRNAD Filip (2) | BAHRI Germain (3) | 46 75 16 | M.Chumchal |
After 10 minutes | Si1 | HRADSKY Jan (1) | REUTER Yannick (1) | 36 16 | O.Matus |
After 30 minutes | Do | HRADSKY Jan (1) and RASTICA Marek (3) | DE GREEF Arthur (2) and REUTER Yannick (1) | 16 26 | J.Halama |

**Remarks**

### COURT 1

**Team** | **vs** | **Team** | **Tie Result** | **Winner of Tie**
---|---|---|---|---
LAT | vs | SWE | 0:3 | SWE

| Time | Match | Player | Players | Result | Umpire |
---|---|---|---|---|---|
Starting at | Si2 | BERZINS Arvis (3) | MIRA-SVENSSON Jef. (2) | 46 16 | L.Matus |
After 10 minutes | Si1 | KAZIJEVS Arturs (1) | BERTA Daniel (1) | 26 06 | J.Halama |
After 30 minutes | Do | KAZIJEVS Arturs (1) and VITOLS Davis (2) | AKERSTROM Marcus (3) and MIRA-SVENSSON Jef. (2) | 36 16 | L.Matus |

**Remarks**

### COURT 2

**Team** | **vs** | **Team** | **Tie Result** | **Winner of Tie**
---|---|---|---|---
NED | vs | SER | 2:1 | NED

| Time | Match | Player | Players | Result | Umpire |
---|---|---|---|---|---|
Starting at | Si2 | ELEVELD Justin (2) | KRAJINOVIC Filip (2) | 26 16 | O.Matus |
After 10 minutes | Si1 | PEL David (1) | TASIC Dimitrij (1) | 62 62 | H.Kazimirska |
After 30 minutes | Do | RIKKERT Dille (3) and PEL David (1) | KRAJINOVIC Filip (2) and TASIC Dimitrij (1) | 61 75 | M.Chumchal |

**Remarks**

### COURT 4

**Team** | **vs** | **Team** | **Tie Result** | **Winner of Tie**
---|---|---|---|---

| Time | Match | Player | Players | Result | Umpire |
---|---|---|---|---|---|
Starting at | Si2 | vs | vs | vs | vs |
After 10 minutes | Si1 | vs | vs | vs | vs |
After 30 minutes | Do | and vs | and vs | vs | vs |

**Remarks**

Team Nominations 30 minutes before the start of the first match.
Doubles Nominations may be changed at the completion of the preceeding Singles match.

Order of Play released / updated
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